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GS: Thanks Rob - realistic positivity 

KH: who is the artist? 

KH: thanks! 

YP: Rob Hopkins is a very good speaker 

SG: Everything was good - so much diversity of topics, locations - quite amazing - thank you so much 
to Martin and everyone involved in organizing it and presenting at it - so much hard work. 

SG: Love this version of Leeds 

SG: What a wonderfully positive, optimistic, visionary end to the week. 

Pv: The final presentation...(apart from the closing words of course). Enjoy all! :) 

Pv: So true this... 

Pv: sound is fine here 

Pv: Very inspiring Rob! Thank you for this! 

JF: Thank you Rob so inspiartional. 

JS: all wonderfull and encouraging observations a thoughts Rob! Thanks! 

JS: You expressed that so nicely Malika - I feel the same - very gretafull for this wonderfull week 
with all of you! Thanks Martin for bringing all of us together and facilitate all this exchange and 
inspiration!!!! What if this mutual connectedness flows in 

JS: @Alp: very nice idea: I am for that! 

JS: @Paul: absolutely yes! 

PL: that's a really good rhetorical device 

PL: thank you Rob! 

GN: Sounds fab, healing society using the world's beautiful plants. Thankyou Rob 

JH: yay, great stuff! 

AS: Oh, yes please! 

AS: Thank you Rob. That was an imagination booster! So inspiring. 

Pd: the food zones are a representation of how things were from a study by a German scientist 
whose name I can't remember(see also The Hungry City) 

Pd: before the Industrial Revolution 

Pd: Thank you, James. Von Thunen! 

Pd: Still a great reference 

Pd: You too, Malika! 

Pd: In Rotterdam we have an innercity patchwork food forest of 2 hectares 

Pd: @aLp @Jennifer would be great to keep in touch structurally. Great ideas from Rob for 
imagining together 

KB: you moved me to tears... 

AJ: This 

AJ: All contributions to this symposium really helps to imagine the future where forest gardens and 
food forest are an integral part. Thanks to Martin to your invitation and hosting, thank you Bob for 
your vision. This positive energy will accelerate transit 

JR: What an epic symposium! 

JR: @paul de Graaf - Von Thunen rings 
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JM: https://www.volkskrant.nl/wetenschap/oproep-welke-ambitieuze-missie-wilt-u-dat-nederland-
nog-voor-2030-voltooit~bd3affac/?referrer=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2F 

JP: looking forward to it :) 

JP: Thank you !!! 

BH: Well put Rob, thank you 

HK: yes sound is low 

HK: now better 

aP: sound is quite low and hard to hear 

aP: thank you 

aP: the sound is down again 

aP: What if we met up online at the beginning of every season and discuss how we want to prepare 
(both within and without) and live the season? Seasons are there for all of us, without borders. 

CM: Profound words 

CM: Magic 

MR: well put 

DL: What a lovely note of encouragement to draw our week to a close! 

DR: Will this film be available on YouTube? 

IH: Rob Hopkins, amazing talk, thanks!! 

IH: London returning to the Garden City principles 

CM: Let's imagine a world without streaming and shipping 

CM: Yes! 

JK: i went to leeds university many moons ago and love this image of leeds 

JK: absolutely fantastic presentation! 

MW: seconded Rob this talk would be important to share 

MC: thank you all for a very inspiring week! Looking forward to keep strengthening our mutual 
connectedness. It is very heartwarming to know we're in this all together. 

AA: Wow ! what an exiting future we could create ?! What If...TQTQTQ Rob Hopkins 

Vv: James McKay 

 


